ARMOURY RUN (RETURN)
At the end of shooting and after monitor counts have been recorded by a West Atholl
committee member if present, the electronics are returned to the armoury.
First, switch off the SDU by pressing the blue button, then switch off the generator.
The monitor cables have to be carefully disconnected, the cables loosely coiled and the coils
secured by the Velcro tabs fitted to each cable, before returning them to the cable box.
If wet, the cables should be dried with a rag before storing in the cable box.
Cable connectors must be kept out of the wet grass or rain. Nothing else to be stored in box.
The monitor stands have to be removed from the monitors, this is best done by lying them
face down on a dry flat surface. Remove both hand screws and nylon washers, remove stands,
then replace the screws and washers.
Ensure that the monitors are returned to the correct boxes, monitor numbers are marked on
the outside of the blue boxes and on top of each monitor.
Disconnect the power cable from the yellow SDU box and generator. Dry the cable if
necessary then coil the cable and stow in the cable box.
NOTE: The SDU and monitors are sensitive electronic devices and must be handled as
you would a lap top computer.
The items to be returned to the armoury are as follows,
Blue monitor boxes x three off.
Yellow SDU box x one off, see note above regarding handling .
Black cable box x one off, containing monitor cables.
Transparent box x one off, containing sign in books, ammo register, scorecards etc. (Club
shoots only)
Green bag containing six monitor protective covers. When handling and storing the monitor
covers, take care not to score or scratch the transparent window panels.
Two radios.
Club rifles if used and unused club ammunition.

NOTE: When returning equipment to store room from a vehicle, take the
clubroom keys with you, if the outer door blows shut you will be locked out.
When transporting electronics from the range ensure they are not subjected to knocks
and bumps from the road as may happen if in a trailer or pick up truck.
The monitor stands are NOT stored in the armoury these are kept in the butts target shed.
If monitors or cables are damp, leave the boxes open to allow them to dry.
If the individual monitor covers are wet, spread them about the store room to dry, taking care
not to scratch the transparent windows in the covers.
RADIOS, Take the batteries from the chargers and fit to the radios. Place the batteries
removed from the radios in the ‘To be charged’ tray. Ensure that the radios are switched off.
DO NOT LEAVE BATTERIES IN THE CHARGER.
Before leaving the small bore club room, make sure the armoury is locked, keys returned to
key safe and combination numbers scrambled.
Remember to switch off the club room lights.
Return the club room keys to the Garage key box and scramble the combination.

